Unit

8

It Helps Me Think
Giving Reasons

Warm Up Because

See the activity descriptions from page 109.

Why are you studying
so hard?
Because if I pass my exams,
I’ll be able to get a good job.

If I Can Speak English, . . . .

TR ACK
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Sachiko: Why are you learning English?
Sunee: Because if I can speak English well, I may be able to work for
a multi-national company.
Sachiko: Why do you want to work for a multi-national company?
Sunee: Because if I work for a multi-national company, I’ll probably
get a lot more chances to travel.
Sachiko: I travel all the time. It’s very tiring!
Sunee: So, why do you do it?
Sachiko: That’s a good question.

Personalization
Example:
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A is an interviewer. B is a famous person he/she is interested in. A asks “Why?” questions
and B answers with “Because if . . . .”

A: Why do you live in California?
B: Because if I live here, I can get more roles in good movies.

Warm Up Things We Do

See the activity descriptions from page 109.

I play a lot of
computer games.
Why do you
play so much?
It helps me relax.

It Keeps Me Awake

TR ACK
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Emel:
Marc:
Emel:
Marc:

Why do you smoke so much?
It helps me think, and it keeps me awake.
And why do you drink so much?
It makes me feel relaxed, though it does give me
a headache sometimes.
Emel: Smoking and drinking are bad for your health.
Marc: Why are you worried about me?
Emel: I’m not worried. I just think you’re stupid.

Personalization
Example:

A asks “Why . . . ?” questions. B answers using “helps,”“makes,”“stops,” or “gives.”

A: Why do you wear a hat?
B: It keeps my head warm.
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Language Builder
Jin-Woo plays a lot of golf because it helps him relax.
Emel doesn’t like using a computer because it makes her eyes sore.
David drinks a lot of coffee because it stops him from falling asleep in class.
Sunee likes doing housework because it keeps her busy.

Practice

I _______________________ because it helps ___________________.
I don’t _______________________ because it makes ___________________.
I _______________________ because it keeps ___________________.

Controlled Practice Why?

1. Why does he watch
vampire movies?
It helps him relax.

Practice
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2. Why does he go jogging?
______________ stops
__________________

_______________________ helps me ___________________.
_______________________ stops me ___________________.
_______________________ gives me ___________________.

3. Why doesn’t he sit under
apple trees?
______________ gives
__________________

Warm Up Asking many “Why?” questions

See the activity descriptions from page 109.

Why do you ride a
bicycle to work?
Because it’s
healthier than
going by train.

Follow Up
Why Do You Train So Hard?

TR ACK
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Juliet:
Bruce:
Juliet:
Bruce:
Juliet:
Bruce:
Juliet:
Bruce:
Juliet:

Personalization
Example:

Why are you so strong?
Because I train hard every day.
Why do you train so hard?
Because I want to win an Olympic
medal.
Why do you want to win an Olympic
medal?
Because if I win an Olympic medal,
I’ll be rich and famous.
You are so strong! And you are so
ambitious! You are like my husband!
I didn’t know you were married?
I’m not . . . yet.

A asks B a “Why . . . ?” question and then a succession of “Why . . . ?” questions based on B’s
answers.

A: Why do you play soccer?
B: Because it’s good for my health.
A: Why do you want to be healthy? . . .
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Communication Activities
See the activity descriptions from page 109.

A Why?
Mexico.

Where are you from?

Why?
Because my parents
are Mexican.

B Why Don’t You?
I don’t know where
to go this summer.

Why don’t you
go to Florida?

Why Florida?
If you go to Florida,
you’ll be able to relax
on the beach.

C City Planning
Download material for this activity from http://Communicate-Motivate.com.

I think we should build
a new concert hall.
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But we already have
three concert halls.

If we build a bigger concert
hall, famous musicians will
come to the city.

Review
A Mixed Questions
1. What will you do if it rains on Sunday?
________________________________________________________________________.
2. Where did you use to live when you were a child?
________________________________________________________________________.
3. What do you know how to do?
________________________________________________________________________.
4. What couldn’t you do until about five years ago?
________________________________________________________________________.
5. What helps you relax?
________________________________________________________________________.

A Puzzle Sentences
1. can/ help / wondering / to / we / been / what / I’ve / do
I’ve _____________________________________________________________________?
2. people/ money / a / we’ll / lot / raise / of / many / come, / If
If _______________________________________________________________________.
3. as/ hung / soon / telephone / again / I / up, / As / the / rang
As ______________________________________________________________________.
4. and / I’ll / the / stay / to / housework / all / home / do / have
I’ll _______________________________________________________________________.
5. something / food, / feel / in / supermarket / hunt / I / If / for / fresh/ like / I / the
If _______________________________________________________________________.

A You
1. If I get up early ____________________________________________________________.
2. If I sing __________________________________________________________________.
3. My _______________________ hurts when _____________________________________.
4. I wonder why _____________________________________________________________.
5. When ___________________, I will be able to ___________________________________.

Personal Record
I am learning English because if ____________________________________________.
I want to _______________ because if ______________________________________.
I play ___________________ because if _____________________________________.
I go ______________________ because if ___________________________________.
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